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George Monteiro

“Chekhovs days are numbered,” wrote Iollos, the correspondent for The Rus-

sian Gazette, to his editor, Sobolevsky. In this novella, Sasportes, exercising the

romancer’s prerogative, sympathetically extends the writer’s numbered days

by prolonging his life for another half year or so beyond the historical date of

the Russian writer’s death.

The idea is simple enough. This extraordinary gift of life extending from

2 July 1904 to 24 January 1905 has been the direct if unexpected result of

the beneficial effect of champagne. When Chekhov’s doctors take a final drink

with their dying colleague
—

“German and Russian medical etiquette dictated

that a doctor at a colleague’s deathbed, when all hope was gone, should offer

champagne,” reports Chekhov’s biographer, Donald Rayfield—the writer takes

a turn for the better. He recovers his sense of his “body”—what in the profes-

sional work of the physician-writer Oliver Sacks is called “proprioception”—an

individual’s sense of his body as his own. With this renewed lease on corporeal

life, Sasportes’s patient will medicate with champagne for the rest of his days.

This “posthumous” half year presents the novelist with something of a

tabula rasa. There do not exist for him, of course, the impediments of facts

established in letters or diaries. The “life” can now be imagined to go almost

anywhere. Surprisingly then, apart from two or three daytrips, Sasportes’s

Chekhov remains ensconced in Badenweiler where he has come for treat-

ment and to die. In fact, he does nothing remarkable and nothing remarkable

happens to him—beyond, perhaps, the sex his nurse gives him (an echo here,

possibly, of Catherine and Frederic in Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms) or, at

the end of his stay, the opportunity to write his own obituary.

The remarkable thing is that during the months added to Chekhov’s

life there are no climactic or even particularly dramatic events, new ways of

thinking, gusts of wisdom, or bursts of uplifting spirituality. No new resolu-

tion, no change in character. If Chekhov comes to an enhanced appreciation
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of the writings of Seneca and some insights into painting and photography,

his posthumous life, taken on balance, seems to be little more than a con-

tinuation of what had been. He meets new people, who are very much like

the ones he has known in the past. Perhaps the high point in the narrative is

that when he is given a dog, he names it Champagne. Yet it reads like a deftly

written parable, the last line of which is “Os dias estao contados.” To which

the folk might well add: “e este ja vai na conta.”

Jorge Martins’s line-drawings are spare but engaging—just about right for

Sasportes’s well-executed Chekhovian story.
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